Transflective liquid crystal display (LCD) 
Introduction
Recently, transflective liquid crystal displays (LCDs) have attracted much attention in applications of portable information displays due to their superior performance in both indoor and outdoor environments. [1] Normally, a pixel of transflective LCD is divided into two subpixels, transmissive and reflective regions. The cell gaps for these two subpixels are usually different in conventional transflective LCDs to satisfy the same retardation condition. [2] Since the transmissive part and reflective part have the same retardation, a perfect match on the transmittance vs. voltage curve (TVC) could be usually obtained. However, such double cell gap structure brings high complexity in the fabrication process, which is not preferable in transflective LCD manufacturing. Alternatively, various transflective LCD with single cell gap using patterned electrodes [3] - [6] or two different modes [7] - [9] to form transmissive and reflective regions have been proposed. However, the multimode configuration using optically compensated bend (OCB) and low twist nematic modes has not been investigated yet.
In this paper, we demonstrate a new configuration of transflective LCD with a single cell gap. The transflective LCD uses a positive mode OCB cell in reflective region and a low twisted nematic cell in the transmissive region. The alignment domains in pixels could be realized by a photo-alignment technique. Our group has successfully applied photoalignment technology to normal nematic LCD and bistable twist nematic (TN) and FLC displays.
[10]- [12] . Pretilt angle as high as 5 ~ 6 o could be obtained for positive nematic liquid crystal, which is suitable for our new configuration. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of our new transflective LC cell configuration with a single cell gap. In this two mode configuration transflective LCD, one pixel can be divided into two parts. One part is reflective part, in which the LC molecules are homogeneous and parallel to the substrates. The other part is transmissive part, in which the LC molecules have a low twist of 45 degree determined by the boundary condition. A low concentration chiral dopant is added to LC material to assist the twist deformation. An ordinary polarizer coated with antireflection (AR) layer is used for both transmissive and reflective regions. One compensation film on top in between the polarizer and the ITO glass is shared by the transmissive and reflective modes. Another compensation film is inserted between the glass and the bottom polarizer, which has effect only for transmissive part since the light in reflective part is blocked by the reflector.
Methodology
Generally, in the structure of transflective LCDs, the reflective part has less optical elements than transmissive part to optimize the optical performance. So, in order to make the electrooptical performance of the two parts consistent, our basic idea is to optimize the electrooptical characteristics of the reflective part first and then extend it to the transmissive part. To compensate the residual retardation of OCB mode in dark state, a compensation film is used in between the ITO glass and the top polarizer as shown in Fig In design of the OCB mode of the reflective part, the critical voltage is very important. [13] The critical voltage is the splay-tobend transition voltage, which can be obtained by calculating the Gibbs free energies of the splay and bend states with respect to the applied voltage, accordingly. From calculated dependence of Gibbs free energy on applied voltage shown in Fig. 2 , it can be clearly seen that the critical voltage for the reflective OCB mode is equal to 2.56 V. Thus, to ensure the LC director is in the bend configuration, the bias voltage for our designed transflective LCD should be larger than 2.56 V. In our configuration, the bias voltage is chosen around 2.8 V.
Results and discussion
For our simulation, the commercial available software "MOUSE-LCD" (HKUST, Hong Kong, Saratov, Russia) is used (Figs. 2-6 ).
In our configuration, the optimal values of the parameters for reflective OCB mode are obtained first, which are listed in Table  1 . The optimal retardation of the compensation film we used is 270 nm, and the orientation is -13.2 o to the x-axis of the laboratory coordinates, while the orientation of LC cell is 66 o . The best contrast based on this configuration is around 31:1 when off voltage is 5 V. The calculated spectra for reflective part are shown in Fig. 6 b) .
When the optimal values of the parameters have been obtained for reflective OCB mode, the optimization for transmissive part can be started. To investigate the effect of the orientation of the 2 nd compensation film on transmittance voltage (TV) curve, the dependence of the TV curve on the orientation of the 2 nd compensation film is studied. Fig. 3 shows a bunch of TV curves Figure, we can see that in these small range angles, the TV curve moves up when the orientation angle of the 2 nd compensation film increases.
The effect of the orientation of the bottom polarizer on transmittance voltage (TV) curve is also examined. Fig. 4 shows a bunch of TV curves for various orientation angles of the bottom polarizer. From this figure, we can see that in these small range angles, the TV curve moves down when the orientation angle of the bottom polarizer increases. Since the off voltage for reflective OCB mode is at 5 V, the compromise between the match of TV curve and reflectance voltage (RV) curve and the contrast of the transmissive part has to be made. The optimized TV curve is shown in Fig. 5 . Table 2 shows the optimized values of the parameters for transmissive part. The spectra for transmissive part based on this configuration are calculated as shown in Fig. 6 a) .
Conclusion
In a summary, a new transflective LCD with single cell gap consisting (OCB) and low twist nematic modes has been investigated. Such a configuration does not include double cell gap structure and only one more step UV exposure is needed during photoalignment process to produce domains, thus, the fabrication process is easy. Based on this new configuration, a transflective LCD with high brightness and high contrast could be obtained. Moreover, the TV and RV curves are very close, which means similar gray scale can be obtained under same operating voltage. 
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